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Sourcemaps are a feature that allow you to more directly debug your
Sass from the browser. Browsers can’t “read” Sass—they need it to be
compiled into CSS. This means that when you’re debugging your site
locally, you see only the CSS output rather than the Sass that you’ve
written. Rather than try to figure out which CSS line corresponds to
which Sass line, sourcemaps show the exact Sass line in your code.
Sass sourcemaps are enabled by default when you compile your style
sheets. When inspecting an element on the page, you can see the Sass
file it came from. In the following case, you can see that the <h1> styles
that are being implemented come from the _header.scss partial, on line 5.

Another useful feature is @warn. This function allows you to let others
know when there’s an error in their code. Take a look at the example.
There’s a mixin to help with media queries. There’s also a map of appropriate screen sizes for our project. The mixin checks that the value
($size) is found in the map. If not, the @warn function is used.
When someone uses the mixin incorrectly—by passing in a breakpoint
that isn’t present—in the command line, they will see the warning
message and the appropriate line number.
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advancedlanguage/atwarn.scss
$breakpoints: (small: 400px,
medium: 700px,
large: 1200px);
@mixin larger-than($size) {
@if map-has-key($breakpoints, $size) {
@media (min-width: #{map-get($breakpoints, $size)}) {
@content;
}
}
@else {
@warn "This is not a valid breakpoint.";
}
}
////////////////////////////////////////////
.hero-image {
@include larger-than(extra-large) {
width: 1400px;
}
}

If you try to compile this Sass, this is generated on the command line:
WARNING: This is not a valid breakpoint.
on line 12 of advancedlanguage/atwarn.scss, in 'larger-than'
from line 17 of advancedlanguage/atwarn.scss

Related Tasks:
• Task 16, Controlling Flow with @if, on page ?
• Task 24, Using Maps for More Detailed Collections, on page ?
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